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Abstract - The productivity ofAC electric arc smelters widely used The arc voltage is increased by operating with longer arcs;
in the nonferrous metals industry is related to the arc voltage. however this also increases arc power fluctuations which
Attempts to improve productivity with longer arcs and higher arc cannot be compensated for by the slow mechanical
voltages give rise to powerfluctuations which cause voltage flicker adjustments in use. In extremis such fluctuations cause arc
and frequent arc reignition failures. The furnace power is reignition failures, followed by periods of asymmetric
commonly regulated by moving the electrode rods to adjust the arc furnace operation associated with reduced power and
length. A 100 MW AC arc furnace power supply equipped with . .
semiconductor switched regulation windings which greatly unbaatrsse on neighbong electict c onsumers and
enhance furnace power control bandwidth is presented, along with generators. The power fluctuatons also put strain on the
suitable winding arrangements, semiconductor topologies, hydraulic electrode regulation used for power regulation in
harmonic filters and commutation methods. This system was present plants and cause voltage flicker.
simulated together with a Cassie-Mayr dynamic arc model. The By improving the furnace power regulation, the flicker can
simulation model as well as the four-step commutation sequence be reduced and the arc voltage increased, reducing operating
has been experimentally verified by building and testing a single costs by lowering wear and grid disturbances.
phase 230 V, 2 kWPWM modulated tap-changer. The simulations
and experiments demonstrate that power-electronic transformer II. FURNACE POWER REGULATION
tap-changers with the ratings necessary for AC arc furnace power
supplies are within reach of current semiconductor technology.
They are significantly more effective at AC arc furnace power Power regulation aims to maintain a certain power in the
regulation in terms of device rated power than controlled series presence of disturbances. This situation can be represented by
reactor approaches. the circuit shown in Fig. 1 where a constant power load is fed

by a fixed voltage feed and a regulation voltage source in
I. INTRODUCTION series to the two. As the regulation device should have a

neutral power balance, a shunt source is added which
Electric smelting furnaces are widely used in the metals balances the power of the series regulation source without

industry. They provide melting and reaction energy to a bath canceling its effect.
of liquid metal by means of an electric current, DC or AC.
DC furnaces are built with two electrodes, one is a rod feed regulator furnace
lowered through the furnace cover, the other one is built into
the hearth. AC furnaces do not use a hearth electrode but U
three or six rod electrodes. AC smelters are cheaper to build
and maintain than DC smelters and are consequently much regulator
more widely used [3]. The power of AC electric arc smelters power
is commonly regulated by mechanical adjustments to the arc balance
length and the transformer transmission ratio.

Fig. 1. Circuits considered to calculate the regulation power demandOperation at higher arc voltages improves the productivity for load power regulation. Feed side recuperation (left) and load side
of the furnace, as the output is tightly related to the furnace recuperation (right).
power while the current is responsible for cost factors such as
the conductor, bushing and cooling system size, energy losses When the regulation power is recuperated on the feed side
and electrode wear. of the series source, the load voltage is



- edSseries -u Sseries Uload = Uf (1) transmission ratios of transformers are proportional to the
Uload =Ufeed-- feed ratio of the number of turns in each winding. Hence the

iseries Pload I +1 series transmission ratio can be modified by changing the number
Pload of turns in a winding. In the simplest case, one of several

If the recuperation is done on the load side of the series leads connected to different places on a winding (so called
source, the load voltage is taps) can be connected to the external terminal by a switch

Uload = U S series -U - series Uload (the tap-changer).
feed I feed p _ c

series load Jseries (2)
S series III. POWER-ELECTRONIC TAP-CHANGERUfeedK +

load

These functions are plotted in Fig. 2 which shows the Various winding and switch arrangements for power-
regulator power rating necessary to achieve a certain voltage electronic tap-changers have been proposed but there is no
change of the load in relation to the load power. A voltage obvious figure of merit to compare them [7][8]. Considering
range of ±10% is expected to be sufficient for power the total built in switch and winding powers, the maximum
regulation. It follows that a regulation device using active required blocking voltage of the switches along a current path
power can achieve a ±10% voltage range with merely ±10% (as a measure for the forward voltage and thus of conduction
power while a device based on reactive power would need loss) and the number of available transmission ratios, it
83% power. becomes evident that series connections of regulation

windings without taps and switch arrangements which permit
1.1 reversal of the windings in the circuit as shown in Fig. 5 are

a) \ preferable to structures with taps. Adding taps cannot reduce
-U 1 X . 0the required blocking voltage rating of the switches

connected between the outermost terminals, irrespective of
o 0.9---- - fthe arrangement, while the built-in winding power and the

0 0.2 0.6 maximum blocking voltage along a current path are not
:0.2 o 0.2 0.4 0.6 affected. Adding transmission ratios by series connecting

regulator power regulation windings with a constant total number of turns

Fig. 2. Constant power load voltage regulation with a series voltage does neither affect the overall installed switch power nor the
source using either active power (feed side recuperation solid green, forward voltage [1] however.
load side recuperation dashed red) or reactive power (blue dash- For continuous adjustments of the transmission ratio the

dotted). switch on the winding with the least turns is pulse width

Recently, SPLC, a thyristor controlled series reactor based modulated. The remaining switches are only actuated at
furnace regulation device has been introduced, which current zero-crossing and can thus be thyristors. The number

successfl rof series connected regulation windings and therefore thesuccessfully reduces flicker [2] but requires large andgg
number of turns on the smallest winding (which determines

expensive series inductors. The SmoothArc concept uses thblcigvtaeoPW mdutdgt-urof
diacs, which are believed to deteriorate arc stability due to the semicnducoriage of fredmorucot optiztion.
prlne curn.eocosn [] ohapoce semiconductors) is a degree of freedom for cost optimization.

prolongtituteadjcurrent zero-sractorossin . BothapproaAs both the current and voltage polarities on all switches
constitut adjusableeriereado reverse, four-quadrant switches have to be used. To

SPLC
guarantee that only safe switch to diode and diode to switch
commutations occur, a four-step commutation sequence as
known in the context of matrix converters [15] is applied. In
[5] it is claimed that a DC voltage component will occur at
the transformer (driving it towards saturation) with voltage

SmoothArc oriented four-step commutation as the actual commutation
takes place either after two or three steps, depending on
instantaneous power flow direction. However, a DC current
was neither observed in simulations nor in laboratory

Fig. 3. Variable reactance topologies proposed for AC arc furnace experiments.
regulation. The reactive power compensation is not shown. Flying capacitor AC choppers [12] where considered for

the PWM switch but the control of the flying capacitor
The adjustable series voltage source restricted to active voltage was found to be infeasible at switching frequencies of

power with a power balancing shunt current source less than 1.2 kHz per stage which are suitable for high-power
corresponds to an adjustable ideal transmission and can be gate turn-off semiconductors such as IGCTs.
realized as an adjustable transformer. The voltage and current



IV. MODULATION every operating point in this control range, the electronic tap
changer shall have at least p = 20% (i.e. ±10%) voltage range.

The arc voltage contains over 10% fifth and seventh A combination of a single electronic tap-changer stage in
harmonics. The tap changer cannot be used as an active series with a mechanical tap-changer is considered for the
harmonic filter due to the low switching frequencies of power simulation as shown in Fig. 5. The transmission ratio of the
semiconductors with the necessary current ratings. PWM electromechanical tap-changer is Ubase = aUload, the
modulation with a carrier frequency of six times the line transmission ratio of the electronic regulation winding is Utap
frequency and a single carrier for all three phases is thus = fiUload. The hybrid tap changer has a variable a with the
being used, causing harmonics for which filters have to be bounds a .< . Q.
present anyway. A single harmonic could be turned into a The maximum voltage across the electronic tap-changer is
common mode by using a separate phase-shifted carrier per proportional to,:
phase [1]. As the tap changer harmonics are only a fraction of U + (5)
the harmonics caused by the arc load, the simpler solution of tap lUload V1 +/PJ (5)
using a single carrier is preferred. The electronic regulation range has to be sufficient at both

ends of the control range:
V. ARC ELECTRIC MODEL Ufeed/(t j) = Uoad(1+ p /2)

The arc's electric behavior can be described by the Cassie- Ufeed /(a+j8) < Uload(1-p12) (6)
Mayr model [3]: Ufeed /(( - ,) . Uload(1+ p12)

arc = rarc I _ Uarc arc (3) Ufeed i(5 + ,8) = Uload (1-p 12)
K < )o ,f,B shall be minimized. The first and second inequalities

where rarc is the instantaneous arc resistance, Uarc and Garc imply
are the arc voltage and current respectively, P0 is the typical
arc power loss and r the time constant of the arc resistance. eedUoad 2/
Yongjoong Lee determined the model parameters for a 1 kV 1-P /4
arc to be: PO = 106W and r = 600 ts. the third and fourth ones imply

For the implementation in PLECS a controlled voltage >U_121U
source was driven by a Simulink implementation of the > Ufeed 2Uload 2 /4 (8)
logarithm of the equation above, which is numerically 1
favorable: Because Uload > Uload the second constraint implies the

U2 =iepfirst and is chosen to satisfy it to equality:
Uarc = iarce10lr , (4)U

PO U~~~~A?- feed P
This model does not explain all power fluctuations 2Uload 1- p2 /4

observed in AC arc furnaces, thus the closed loop control of Ufeed I
those fluctuations cannot be adequately simulated. Uoad 1 + +A (9)

VI. TRANSFORMER Ufeed

A transformer model shall be derived with the aim to Uload I-pI2
operate the arc model presented above at 100 MW (three The maximum voltage across the electronic tap-changer in

phase). The transformer needs a rating of approximately 125 this hybrid scheme is then:
MVA due to the reactive power consumption of the arc. Ufeed Uload p
Transformers in this power range have stray inductances of Utap = l 1- (10)
about 10%. The nominal transformer secondary voltage load V1-p J
necessary to achieve the desired furnace power of 100 MW Focusing the simulation model to the PWM modulated tap
was determined using simulations of the Cassie-Mayr arc changer, only a three port transformer has to be modeled. The
model with series elements representing the transformer, bus- other switches are assumed to be fixed at the highest power
bar and electrode stray inductances and resistances and was positions. The nominal transmission ratio of the high power
found to be Uload = 1.9 kV The operating point range, load port to the secondary side is a-,3, from the low power port
losses and magnetization current were chosen to correspond it is a.
with a furnace transformer operated in Baoshan, China. Frsmlto an aayistfeqncsblway
Hence, the lowest secondary voltage in the control range will transformer resonances and with linear magnetization, such a
be Uload = 1900 V 689.6 V I 1203 V = 1090 V. Around



transformer can be represented as a series connection of a VII. FILTER DESIGN
mutual inductance and a mutual resistance:

+Riai The large harmonic content in the arc voltage calls for
u = L +Ri (11) effective filters. Determining factors for filter selection are

at the type of the harmonic source, the order of the harmonic to
L and R are symmetric matrices due to the reciprocity of be attenuated and the need for reactive power.

linear time invariant inductors and resistors. Harmonic voltage sources require high input impedance
The listed load losses of the Baoshan transformer are filters to avoid harmonic currents between source and filter.

about 0.6% of to the maximum rated power. 0.1% are Complementary low input impedance filters are needed with
assumed to be dissipated on the load side. The resistance of harmonic current sources [14]. Resonant filters are more
the low power winding is calculated assuming the primary suitable than low-pass filters for low order harmonics as they
side winding resistances are proportional to the turn number. are not limited to 20dBm/decade attenuation per filter order,

U2 at the expense of a separate filter for each harmonic. The
R, =0.005 feed filters should not worsen the power factor. Shunt filters

01 2 always provide capacitive reactive power and are usually
R2 =R, R k 0 (12) dimensioned to compensate an inductive load. Series resonant
d0 filters act as series inductors at fundamental frequency,
u 2 \° 0 R3,1 consuming a load dependent amount of reactive power. Low-

R3 = 0.001Uload pass filters both provide a fixed amount of reactive power and
S consume load dependent reactive power.

The no load magnetizing current of 0.15% defines the At the tap, the tap-changer and the regulation winding
open circuit inductances, which are the diagonal elements of represent harmonic current sources, accordingly the circuit
the inductance matrix. The wye-delta transformer also has a placed there needs to have low impedance to harmonic and
transmission ratio due to the connection, which is taken into high frequencies. A shunt capacitor is a simple and effective
account by dividing a and ,B by \I3. The short circuit solution, it was dimensioned to compensate the reactive
inductance from the high power terminal to the load terminal power of the load at the maximum power operating point and
is 10%. The inductance Lsc,h/ among the taps was estimated to thus to minimize the maximum switch current. The tuning
be 1% in the feed side units. The short circuit inductance was done in simulations with the nonlinear Cassie-Mayr arc
from the lower power terminal to the load terminal is model to get a realistic picture of the reactive power
calculated assuming that the short circuit inductance is consumptionofothe arc.
proportional to the square of the turn count. Towards the line the tap-changer behaves as a harmonic

u2 u2 voltage source as the transformer impedance at the high
LOCh = 1/0.0015 feed Lschs = 0.1 f power port is approximately the short circuit impedance from

S)2 S 2) there to the tap where the harmonics meet low impedance.-_((XA)2 Uteed -L- Therefore the feeding circuit needs to have high impedance at
oc,l - o2 SC!) sc,ls - 2 sc,hs harmonic frequencies. Parallel resonant series filters tuned to

u 2 u2 the fifth and seventh harmonic are placed here to achieve the
L = 1/0.0015 load Lschl = 0.01 feed necessary attenuation of these strong low order harmonics.OC's S osc,hl=SC)S SC ) They are dimensioned around 1% reactors, leading to values

(13) of Cfi5 = 400% and Cfi7 = 204%. The capacitors seem large in

The off-diagonal elements can be calculated by solving eq. the feed' s units, scaling their ratings to the actually occurring
11 (neglecting the resistance for convenience) for a short- voltages of under 20% reduces the ratings by a factor of 0.22
circuit on port y measured from port x which yields: = 0.04 to reasonable values of Cfi5 = 16% and Cfi7 = 8.2%.

The reactive power consumed by the parallel resonant
L -IIL _ 1l

- IXL (14) series filters is eventually compensated using a series
x,y t VA ) y'Y resonant shunt filter tuned to the eleventh harmonic. Using a

resonant filter instead of a capacitor has the advantage that
So far the windings on a single leg of the transformer have the resonance frequency can be adjusted.

been considered. To expand the model to a three phase
transformer, the above model was used in each phase
separately. The magnetic coupling between phases can be
ignored if no common mode currents can flow (as is the case
when delta windings are used or the neutral point is isolated)
and therefore the fluxes in the legs always sum up to zero.



VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS The simulation model of the circuit shown in Fig. 5
encompasses the tap-changer, filters, tapped transformer and

feed arc load and includes the semiconductor losses in the PWM
>5 50 5 - modulated stage.

XX The tap changer is modeled as an ideal switch in the
a) electrical model, each semiconductor's average loss power is

0o | calculated as the sum of the conduction loss power Pcond = Rt
'4 7z '< '> avg(I) + Vto avg(I) and the switching loss power averaged over

M) -50C 1-5a all switchings PSW. = T'ZEsw,norm Ssw The normalized
IGCT switch switching loss energy Esw,norm for IGCT turn-off, turn-on or

> 1 5 X diode turn-off is selected from a look-up table and
CD 41- denormalized by the switched power for each turn-off or

4- 0 t~~~~~~~~~~turn-on.
> ° '~' '<' =r~~ Q At the PWM modulated switch a fundamental frequency

_o= u peak voltage of 5.2 kV and a peak current of 2.5 kA are
-10 1-5 ¢ expected. Two paralleled Mitsubishi FGC1500A-130DS RB-

arc IGCTs have suitable current turn-off and blocking voltage
2- 50 - ratings of 1.5 kA and 6.5 kV. At the highest power operating

X)_ '9 ~ X X,pointof 100 MW furnace power (0.48 duty cycle) the hottest
CZ o ----------- ------------------- o ~ junction has a temperature of 110°C at 40°C ambient
0 -~ ~ temperature, which is acceptable. The efficiency of 96.6%
o ;\ . / Ofrom feed to arc does not include any inductor iron or
c 2 10 15 2J0 conduction losses. The feed current THD (ratio of

0 51 520
time [is] amplitudes) is 1.9%.

Some traces are shown in Fig. 4. The semiconductor
Fig. 4. Simulation results for voltage (dashed) and current (solid) in a ratings can be chosen close to the fundamental frequency
single phase at the feed, the IGCT changeover switch and the arc components' peak values due to the small harmonic content

load. of the switch voltage and current.

Ctap = 7.5% >

Cfl11 = 10% I Umax < 20% 197 a Caie-a2yr
Lpc =A Lus= 5% RbUs 3 5%

S = 125 MVA
Lo = 10%

Fig. 5. Single-line diagram of the proposed 1 OOMW electronically regulable AC arc smelter power supply.

with a commutation time-step of 21 pts. The voltage polarity
IX. PWM TAP-CHANGER LAB EXPERIMENT is detected by a comparator isolated from the power circuit by

an isolation amplifier. The polarity is only considered at the
A single-phase 230 V, 2 kW, 1.2 kHz power-electronic beginning of the commutation sequence, this will never lead

tap-changer was built as shown in Fig. 6 and the experimental to overcurrents as the worst case snubber capacitor voltage
results compared to simulations in order to verify the reached by the time the last transition is executed is sin(2 21
transformer model and to test the four-step commutation. *50Hz 3 *2s) = 2% 6.5V, which is less than the nominal
A voltage oriented four-step commutation sequence was forward voltages of the six semiconductor elements in the

implemented as a state machine (also shown in Fig. 6) on the short circuit.
PLD of a standard ABB converter control board PP D 16



ut ut

The laboratory experiment was built around an existing
2(0,1,1,1) ) (0,1,0,1) ) ((1,1,0,1) Ut 0 transformer, thus measurements could be taken to

parametrize the transformer simulation model. The
9Hlgh X Outputs: (lb, If, hb, hf) (, inductance matrix was derived from the nominal voltage
(0/ a, ,,=) (1, 1, 0, ratios, an open circuit and three short circuit measurements.
Ut<> t(1s0s1,1)t 0(1,0,1,0)t t(1,11,0)Ut <0 The diagonal elements are determined by the open circuit

inductance of one winding (magnetization inductance) and

off, blocking sc, blocking sc, on, o,
the nominal voltage ratios between windings, the off diagonal

on on blocking sc blocking sc off elements are derived from the short circuit measurements
I-----T using eq. 14.

If Lt TappedIf__F_ Transformer I

5% T T ~~~~~~U12 R1

grid 25% t0.25%9 L<R2 R3 U3

Fig. 6. Schematic and commutation logic of the laboratory set-up used Fig. 7. Simplified model of the resistances in the transformer used for
for the verification of the tapped transformer modelling approach and the identification of the resistivity matrix R.

the commutation method.
The elements of the transformer resistance matrix for the

The four-quadrant switches were built using a LoPak5 simulation model have been determined from DC resistance
IGBT module containing three half-bridges in one package. measurements assuming a simplified equivalent circuit which
The module is designed such that the stray inductance only considers the winding resistances as shown in Fig. 7
between the terminals normally used to connect the DC link such that R becomes:
is minimized. Consequently the commutation path of the tap R +R R O
changer also uses only those terminals as shown in Fig. 6. l 2 2

The third IGBT present in each four-quadrant switch is R = R2 R2 (15)
always turned on. The connections were all made with 0 0 R
insulated wire for the sake of simplicity and to keep the stray 3
inductance of the commutation path small by keeping the R1, R2 and R3 can now be determined from three open
conductors close together. circuit DC resistance measurements, one per terminal,

No diode snubbers were installed as the IGBTs are rated yielding the diagonal elements of the matrix. The skin and
for 1.2 kV which proved to be far sufficient when the set-up proximity effects are not considered, thus this model is not
was initially operated with gradually increasing feed voltage. ideal for loss calculations.
Fig. 8 shows a turn-off transient recorded at the highest The higher switching frequency permitted to use a low-
current occurring in normal operation of the setup. pass filter which could be put together with readily available

The desaturation monitoring circuit of the gate drive spare components. The harmonic attenuation and the reactive
requires the collectors of the upper IGBTs (with respect to a power compensation are not optimal however.
DC link) to be externally connected and had to be disabled, Simulation traces and experimental measurements are
just as the upper-lower interlocking logic which would shown in Fig. 9 The low frequency harmonics in the line
interfere with the commutation sequence and does not serve current observed experimentally are also present when the
its purpose with the topology used. tap-changer is not switching at all and are thus thought to be

caused by line voltage harmonics. The switching transients
are benign, no excessive over-voltages or -currents occur.



l__l__ furnace power regulation in terms of device rated power than
400 40 TCSR.

O 300 -, --X-X X 30 Parallel resonant series filters have been shown to provide
C 200: 20 0 good attenuation of the current harmonics induced by the arc

X -\<;- 0 10 Oi load and the tap changer.> 1001"°oU The four-step commutation method has successfully been
applied to an experimental PWM modulated tap changer. The

O-200 ---------~; -20 good agreement between simulation and experiment confirms
the presented modeling method for tapped transformers.0 300 302
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X. CONCLUSION

The presented simulation and experiment demonstrate that
power-electronic transformer tap-changers with ratings in the
range of tens of megawatts as necessary for furnace power
supplies are within reach of current semiconductor
technology. They are substantially more effective at AC arc


